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Context and premises for  

development of  

GenderPulse.  

 

Stages passed. 



Double issue: 

Use of statistics by the decision-makers for 

policy-making and monitoring their impact  

is very limited. 

Civil society needs disaggregated data  

and abilities to use them for research and 

keeping the decision-makers accountable. 

 

Data in different sources and format 

Contradictory and  dispersed data 

Limited  capacities for data understanding  

Weak abilities to interpret data 

Need to develop new communication products  

Premises: 



Solution: 
A  tool for interactive graphical visualization  for easy  understanding of the 

gender sensitive  statistics  

www.genderpulse.md 

Objectives: 

Increase visibility and  

credibility of data  

Enhance knowledge and 

skills for data users 

Increase data use 

Generate demand for new 

data  

http://www.genderpulse.md
http://www.genderpulse.md


Public-private 

partnership for  

GenderPulse 
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Team: 

Working group of 12 persons  with different  

expertise: 

Statisticians 

Programmers 

Web designer 

eGov consultant 

UN specialists in gender, evaluation and 

monitoring, communication 

Databank specialist and system administrator  

Project manager and technical coordinator 

 

Roles vs target-groups  

NBS: data source, data interpretation, ownership 

eGov: open data dissemination, promotion and 

hosting on cloud 

Ministries and  authorities: users of 

application, data providers to NBS 

Expert  community: use of application, 

research 

Civil society: use and promotion  

Bloggers, journalists, general public: use and 

promotion  



Partnership in gender statistics 

 

PPP for gender statistics is a voluntary collaborative agreement between 

the public and private sectors, which is aimed at increasing an NSS’s 

capacity to provide new or better gender statistics and products.   

However, the scope of PPPs is not limited to the exchange of data and 

can cover any stage of the data value chain, from collection to 

dissemination. 

PPPs can contribute to mobilize the data revolution for sustainable 

development, as they are one of the only ways of translating private-

sector data into official statistics.  

 



Benefits of partnership 

Innovations- partnership creates opportunities to strengthen innovative 
approaches 

Strengthened knowledge base- partnership allowed for a greater exchange and 
transfer of knowledge across organizations in gender expertise, communication, 
IT, etc. 

Benefits for NBS (not only resources, also skills and technical advices)  

NBS capacity is limited-communication specialists, programmers for new non-standard 
products, Designers 

Added value- partnership allowed to have a modern and innovative product, modern style   

Partnership supported by UN joint project “Strenghthening National Statistical 
System” 

Better cooperation/coordination under the same project, involving different UN agencies 
(UNDP, UN Women, UNFPA, UNICEF, ILO) 

 

 



Partnership for promotion 

Promotion of statistical product: 

Bloggers, journalists invited to inform the launch, write 

about APP 

Banners created for different target groups (public 

authorities, media, gender NGOs) 

Common communication strategy on Facebook (NBS, 

UN pages) 

Private communication agency involved to organize a 

sponsored promotion campaign on different channels 

(Facebook, Google adwords) 

Events, innovation forum informing different target 

groups 

 



Development of 

GenderPulse  
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Data source requirements 

Identification of gender sensitive data  sources 

Data disaggregated by various criteria (sex, age, 

regions, etc.) 

Availability of data in open data format 

Data timeliness and their regular update 

Keeping the address/place of data dissemination 

Following the unchangeable structure for 

dissemination at different periods of time 

Function for data export in open data format out of 

the information system   

Possibility to automatically upload data 

Web-pages of 

ministries and 

public authorities  

- 16 

Data collection 
and hosting  
platforms - 3 

Alternative 

sources of data 

- 28 



Selected data source 

The best data holder - Statbank (National Bureau of Statistics) 

Contain sex-disaggregated data 

Regular and systematic updating 

Offers data via API 



Technical  development of   

GenderPulse 
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Name-creativity 

 



Name: selection 

92 names proposed by working group  

10  names in the shortlist: Genderstats, gendermotion, InfoGender, Genderpulse, 

dategender, GenderFacts, GenderAnalytics, genderview, datagender, genderstory 

For most of them  the  domains .md .com .info - available 

GenderPulse – cumulated an average score of 3.3 points (out of 5), ranking the 

4th the in the top list,  lower  that the names with 3.5  and 4.1  scores 

Criteria for  approval  of the final name: easy to remember, length, multi-lingual 

universality,  relevant for the project,  phonetic  soundness , associated emotions  



Branding: logo 



Technologies and Design 

Innovation applied in design 

Scalable Vector info-

graphics  

Designed images and  

pictograms specific to 

visualized topics 

Public libraries avoided  

Modern style distinct  

for the project 

Innovation applied in  

development 

New solutions compatible 

with  modern browsers 

VG  graphics implemented 

to ensure high quality  

Focus on automation 

Programmed animations   

(no gif, flash or video) 



Results and follow-up  
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Data source 



Application: content 



Application: menu 



Application: static pages  



Application: useful elements 



1.Overview of domain 

2.Details on domain 



3.Active Tabs 

4.Multiple characteristics 



5.Interactive maps 

6.Complex infograph 



7.Active Tabs 

8.Multiple characteristics 



9.Single values 

10.Specific to women 



Web analytics 



Advantages 

User friendly: easy to understand  by 

any data users  

Interactive info-graphics: 

involvement of user 

Open data principles 

Sustainability: institutionalized,  

hosted on governmental  cloud 

Reusable: enables adaptation to 

other data 

Disadvantages 

Lack of mobile version: only web 

and desktop version 

Requires technical team 

involvement  for scale-up on new 

domains and indicators 

Simplified conclusions: simple 

statements for large public, might be  

insufficient for analysts and 

researchers 



  Follow-up: 

Promotion for  certain target-groups (public servants, 

journalists,  CSOs, bloggers) 

Local and international communication campaign 

Automated updated of  new data  

Scale-up on other domains and  institutions 

Adaptation to mobile  technologies 



Thank you! 

 

For questions: 

 gender@statistica.gov.md 

We invite you to explore 

www.genderpulse.md 
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